
 
 

Hellas Rally Raid November 2019 

 
 Necessary documents 

 
1. For those who wish to participate in the Rally and also classify for the European 

championship please fill in here the form 

 
 

https://eccrr.org/entry-form/ 

 

 

2. Those who want to be classified in European championship need a local racing 
license and a starting permission or an FIM license 
 3. For those who do not wish to be part of European championship please proceed 

with the on line entry form and follow the normal procedure 

No license needed but you need a personal insurance valid for general motorsports. If 
not available from your side one can be bought during administration. 

 
4. A scanned copy of all your needed documents is required to be mailed to us until 

10 of May 2020. Any failure to do so will hold a penalty of 100 euros and will delay 
the scrutinnering proccess for all of us. During the administration process the 
original documents must be presented and in case of missing no entry will be 
accepted. 

 
5. All bikes must have a scanned paper copy of the license plate installed on the 

bike and not the metallic one. 
  
 
 
 

http://www.fim-europe.com/wp-content/uploads/2018/03/FIM-EUROPE-GENERIC-ENTRY-FORM_Tout-Terrain-Rally-Cup.docx
http://www.fim-europe.com/wp-content/uploads/2018/03/FIM-EUROPE-GENERIC-ENTRY-FORM_Tout-Terrain-Rally-Cup.docx
mailto:info@hellasrally.org


List of necessary documents 
1. Passport or EU ID 
2. License or personal insurance depending on Class 
3. Driver’s license 
4. Vehicle license 
5. Vehicle insurance and green card if necessary 
6. In case of a rental or vehicle owned by a different person an authorization 

letter permitting the use of it. 
 
SSV, SxS, UTV 
Please note that SSV participating to Hellas Rally need to be CE certified and any higher 
specs will be accepted. 
Necessary equipment are: 
 

1. Minimum 2 fire extinguishers 2kg CO2 must be installed to the vehicle easily 
approached and handled by the crew. 

2. Seat harness CE or higher must be in perfect condition 
3. Helmets and gogles in case of non wind screen. Fuul face helmets are acceptable 

too 
 
Rally Lite Class and Adventure Raid 
For those who use other than normal GPS devices like Tripy or Magelan or TomTom must have with them the respective software and 
cables needed for the GPS data to be uploaded. Each device must be distinctively marked with the name and race number of the 
competitor. Otherwise will be considered as unknown and will be ignored. 

Accommodation 

For hotel booking please reffer to info@gonafpaktia.com or booking.com 

Camping 

Limited camping space available with toilets and showers 

Campers and Motorhomes will have a specific place to park 

Bikes - Quads - SSV Rally class 

 

Satellite Tracking 
This year the choice was made based on maximizing the safety level and make the Hellas Rally safest possible race in the 
calendar. 
The Stella Evo3 is obligatory only for European championship and SSV participants but for those in the other classes who want 
to maximize their safety they can provisionally ask for Stella Evo3. 
All costs of tracking system will be paid directly to Anube Sports provider of tracking system during verifications. 
No safety deposit will be paid but any damaged device will be compensated to a full price. 
 
All riders and SSV class participants will use Stella EVO3 system for enhanced security, direct messaging to the participant, 
easier communication in case of problem and Sentinel included all in one device. 
The cost for the rental of the device is 120 euros per rider plus the cost of the installation kit which is once off and cost 
60euros. 
For more information please look here: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=eQusLopeGP0 
https://usa.anubesport.com/wp-content/uploads/2018/10/istallation-manual- ENGLISH-evo.pdf 
For Hellas Rally 2020 the on line speed limit warning will be disabled and all participants must be using the roadbook for 
the respect of the speed limit zone

 
 

 

 

 

 
 
 
 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=eQusLopeGP0
https://usa.anubesport.com/wp-content/uploads/2018/10/istallation-manual-ENGLISH-evo.pdf
https://usa.anubesport.com/wp-content/uploads/2018/10/istallation-manual-ENGLISH-evo.pdf


Stella Evo3 Manual 















 
 
 



2. Other Categories 
All other participants will be using the basic tracking device of Stella Spika 
which will be mounted on the handlebar and must use constant power form 
the bike. 
The basic tracker has a led panel sending visual signals to the rider and a siren 
which will be sending audio signals to the rider, while it can be used directly 
as a mobile phone with clear audio. A 50 euros installation kit must be 
purchased as once off cost. The service cost is included in the entry fee. 
 





 
 
 


